Crystalline Clarity for All Concerned
By Anna Von Reitz

There are no incorporated entities of any kind--- and no registered entities of any
kind--- having any authority to "represent" us. We are here, the lawful American
Government, presenting ourselves. Speaking with our own voice. Acting on our
own authority.
All actions of incorporated entities pretending to speak for or act for us must be
backed up with explicit written wet-ink directives and orders from us, confirmed
by us.
In response to our action nationalizing all remaining assets of the bankrupt former
Federal Corporations, an unknown incorporated entity has initiated a lockdown on
all gold and silver resources worldwide and has claimed that it represents us.
It does not, by definition, represent us---- we stand in no need of representation.
Let it be crystal clear that our assets don't belong to any incorporated entity and
never have. Those physical assets belong to the living people and their lawful
governments.
Anyone who tells you otherwise is lying.
All physical assets belong to the land and soil jurisdictions and to the people and
Governments having standing upon the land and soil.
No incorporated entity has been given any assignment or authority with regard to
our assets, and no, it is not necessary for us to go through any incorporated
intermediary or belabor this point.
Our unincorporated Government is corporate, even though it is unincorporated.
We are perfectly competent to represent ourselves both in trade and in commerce
with no interference and no go-betweens.
So, whoever the would-be interloper is, they need to be intercepted and we need
to be fully apprised. We are not going through another round of being
"represented" by any Municipal or Territorial corporations whatsoever.
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